Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

Special Order

AMBP55222-G10
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP55222-GPH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Graphite

AMBP55222-ORB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP55222-WN
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Weathered Nickel

AMBP55222-G10
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP55223-GPH
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Graphite

AMBP55223-ORB
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP55223-WN
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Weathered Nickel

AMBP55224-G10
128mm c/c
Large Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP55224-GPH
128mm c/c
Large Pull
Graphite

AMBP55224-ORB
128mm c/c
Large Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP55224-WN
128mm c/c
Large Pull
Weathered Nickel

Z Material: Zinc Die Cast

S Special Order

Size also available in:
• 8" c/c
• 12" c/c
• 18" c/c
• 160mm c/c
### Allison Series

**Material:** Zinc Die Cast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53001</td>
<td>Standard Knob</td>
<td>Satin Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP5301-26</td>
<td>Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53022</td>
<td>Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53022-G10</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Satin Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53001-G10</td>
<td>1-1/8&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Satin Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP5301-3</td>
<td>Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470</td>
<td>Standard Pull</td>
<td>Oil Rubbed Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP5301-ORB</td>
<td>1-1/8&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53471</td>
<td>Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53471-ORB</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53471-26</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Weathered Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP546</td>
<td>Standard Knob with Backplate</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP1427-3</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP546</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot; Dia. Standard Knob</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Material:** Brass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470</td>
<td>Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-BB</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-3</td>
<td>Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-26</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-ORB</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-EB</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zime Material:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-WN</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53470-G10</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53471-3</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBP53471-26</td>
<td>3&quot; c/c Standard Pull</td>
<td>Burnished Brass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Available any quantity.
Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

AMBP14402-LB
1-3/16" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique
Brass

AMBP1902-LB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass

AMBP1424-3
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

AMBP1466-3
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

AMBP14401-CH
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

AMBP14404-SCH
1-3/16" Dia.
Standard Knob
Brushed Chrome

Note: Available any quantity.
**Allison Series**

**Finish also available in:**
- Polished Chrome
- Elegant Brass
- Burnished Brass
- Black Nickel
- Flat Black

**Size also available in:**
- 8" c/c
- 12" c/c
- 18" c/c
- 160mm c/c
### Allison Series

**Material: Zinc Die Cast**

| AMBP1910-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Chrome |
| AMBP1910-BN | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Black Nickel |
| AMBP1910-G10 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBP1910-PB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Brass |
| AMBP1910-26D | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Brushed Chrome |

| AMBPS3005-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Chrome |
| AMBPS3005-BB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Burnished Brass |
| AMBPS3005-3 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Brass |
| AMBPS3005-ORB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Oil Rubbed Bronze |

| AMBPS53005-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBPS53005-FB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Flat Black |
| AMBPS53005-BB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Burnished Brass |

| AMBP1950H-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Chrome |
| AMBP1950H-G10 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBP1950H-BNB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Black Nickel |
| AMBP1950H-26D | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Brushed Chrome |
| AMBP1950H-3 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Brass |
| AMBP1950H-AE | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Antique English |

| AMBP1950-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Chrome |
| AMBP1950-BN | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Black Nickel |
| AMBP1950-G10 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBP1950-ORB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Oil Rubbed Bronze |
| AMBP1950-26D | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Brushed Chrome |
| AMBP1950-B | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Brass |
| AMBP1950-ORB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Oil Rubbed Bronze |

**Material: Brass**

| AMBP950H-G10 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Hollow Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBP950H-26D | 1-1/4" Dia. | Hollow Standard Knob | Brushed Chrome |
| AMBP950H-B | 1-1/4" Dia. | Hollow Standard Knob | Polished Brass |
| AMBP950H-AE | 1-1/4" Dia. | Hollow Standard Knob | Antique English |

| AMBP950-26 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Polished Chrome |
| AMBP950-BN | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Black Nickel |
| AMBP950-G10 | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Satin Nickel |
| AMBP950-ORB | 1-1/4" Dia. | Standard Knob | Oil Rubbed Bronze |

### Decorative Hardware

**Note:** Available any quantity.
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**Allison Series**

Material: Zinc Die Cast

**AMBP53023-G10**
1-1/4” Dia.
Standard Knob
Satin Nickel

**AMBP53023-FB**
1-1/4” Dia.
Standard Knob
Flat Black

**AMBP53023-26**
1-1/4” Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Chrome

**AMBP53023-BB**
1-1/4” Dia.
Standard Knob
Burnished Brass

**AMBP53023-3**
1-1/4” Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

**AMBP69267**
1-1/16” Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

**AMBP69268**
1-5/16” Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

**AMBP69269**
1-1/2” Dia.
Large Knob
Polished Brass

**AMBP53003-G10**
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

**AMBP53003-FB**
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

**AMBP53003-ORB**
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

**AMBP53003-8B**
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Burnished Brass

**AMBP53003-3**
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

**AMBP30009-G10**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

**AMBP30009-EB**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Elegant Brass

**AMBP30009-3**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

**AMBP30009-BN**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Black Nickel

**AMBP30009-26**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

**AMBP30009-FF**
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Flat Black
**Allison Series**

**Note:** Available any quantity.
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Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

AMBP53010-G10
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP53010-3
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP53010-BB
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Burnished Brass

AMBP53010-FB
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Flat Black

AMBP53019-EB
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Elegant Brass

AMBP53019-WI
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Wrought Iron

AMBP53019-R3
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Rustic Brass

AMBP53019-3
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP53019-BN
3" c/c
Cup Pull
Black Nickel

AMBP53019-WN
2-1/2" c/c
Cup Pull
Weathered Nickel

AMBP53007-FB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Flat Black

AMBP53007-3
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP53007-26
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP53007-26
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP53008-FB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Flat Black

AMBP53008-3
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP53008-26
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP53000-26
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Chrome

AMBP53010-ORB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP53015-ORB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP254-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP254-SCH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Brushed Chrome

AMBP254-LB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique Brass

AMBP173-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP173-CH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP1904-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

Note: Available any quantity.
Decorative Hardware

Allison Series

AMBP170-PB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP171-CH
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP171-LB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Light Antique Brass

AMBP171-SCH
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Chrome

AMBP831-PB
1/3/4”Length
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

AMBP831-LB
1/3/4”Length
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass

AMBP831-LB
1/3/4”Length
Standard Knob
Satin Nickel

AMBP831-LB
1/3/4”Length
Standard Knob
Burnished Brass

AMBP3006-G10
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP3006-FB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Flat Black

AMBP3006-ORB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP53006-3
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP53006-G10
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP53006-FB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Flat Black

AMBP53006-26
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP1452-3
4” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1452-G10
4” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP1452-BNB
4” c/c
Standard Pull
Black Nickel

AMBP1452-AE
4” c/c
Standard Pull
Antique English

AMBP1952-B
3-1/2” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1952-G10
3-1/2” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP1952-BNB
3-1/2” c/c
Standard Pull
Black Nickel

AMBP1951-B
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1951-G10
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP1951-BNB
3” c/c
Standard Pull
Black Nickel

Material: Zinc Die Cast

Note: Available any quantity.
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Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

AMBP14459-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP14465-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1930-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1908-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP1908-SCH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Chrome

AMBP09154
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP252-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP172-G10
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP172-SCH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP172-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP172-LB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Light Antique Brass

AMBP172-CH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP174-G10
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Satin Nickel

AMBP174-ORB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Oil Rubbed Bronze

AMBP174-CH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP253-G10
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

AMBP253-LB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Light Antique Brass

AMBP253-SCH
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Chrome

AMBP253-PB
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Polished Brass

Note: Available any quantity.
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Decorative Hardware

Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

- AMBP942-BRB 3" c/c Standard Pull Brushed Brass
- AMBP943-PB 4" c/c Standard Pull Polished Brass
- AMBP943-SCH 4" c/c Standard Pull Brushed Chrome

Material: Brass

- AMBP942-CH 3" c/c Standard Pull Polished Chrome
- AMBP942-PB 3" c/c Standard Pull Polished Brass
- AMBP942-SCH 3" c/c Standard Pull Satin Chrome

AMBP943-PB 4" c/c Standard Pull Polished Brass
AMBP943-SCH 4" c/c Standard Pull Brushed Chrome

Note: Available any quantity.
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Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

AMBP1921-LBW
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass
with White Insert

AMBP1921-LBLA
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass
with Light Almond Insert

AMBP1921-LBA
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Antique Brass
with Light Almond Insert

AMBP1921-PBLA
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with Light Almond Insert

AMBP262-WAB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Antique Brass
with White Insert

AMBP262-WPB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with White Insert

AMBP262-WCH
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Chrome
with White Insert

AMBP265-OPB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with Almond Insert

AMBP265-OPB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with Oak Insert

AMBP244-OLB
1-1/4" Dia.
Burnished Brass
with Oak Insert

AMBP244-FWP
1-1/4" Dia.
Polished Brass
with White Ceramic
Floral Insert

AMBP244-WPB
1-1/4" Dia.
Polished Brass
with White Insert

AMBP244-WAB
1-1/4" Dia.
Light Antique Brass
with White Insert

AMBP244-AOB
1-1/4" Dia.
Light Antique Brass
with Oak Insert

AMBP14408-SCH
1-11/16" Length
Oval Knob
Brushed Chrome

AMBP973-CH
1-3/16" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Chrome

AMBP973-PB
1-3/16" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass

AMBP973-BN
1-3/16" Dia.
Standard Knob
Black Nickel

AMBP1964-263
3" C/C
Standard Pull
Polished Brass
with Polished Chrome

AMBP1956-BC
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with Polished Chrome

AMBP1956-BC
1-1/8" Dia.
Standard Knob
Polished Brass
with Polished Chrome

Note: Available any quantity.
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A-65
**Allison Series**

Material: Zinc Die Cast

- **AMBP245-WAB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Antique Brass with White Insert

- **AMBP245-OAB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Antique Brass with Oak Insert

- **AMBP245-OLB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Burnished Brass with Oak Insert

- **AMBP245-FWP**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Polished Brass with Almond Floral Print Insert

- **AMBP245-FWB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Antique Brass with White Floral Print Insert

- **AMBP245-OAB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Antique Brass with Oak Insert

- **AMBP245-OLB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Burnished Brass with Oak Insert

- **AMBP245-FWP**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Polished Brass with Almond Floral Print Insert

- **AMBP245-FWB**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Antique Brass with White Floral Print Insert

- **AMBP1922-PBW**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Polished Brass with White Insert

- **AMBP1922-PBA**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Polished Brass with Almond Insert

- **AMBP1925-PBOK**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Polished Brass with Oak Insert

- **AMBP1925-LBOK**
  - 3" c/c Standard Pull
  - Light Polished Brass with Oak Insert

Note: Available any quantity.
Allison Series

Material: Zinc Die Cast

AMBP53017-WN
1/1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Weathered Nickel

AMBP53017-BB
1/1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Burnished Brass

AMBP53017-WI
1/1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Wrought Iron

AMBP53017-R3
1/1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Rustic Brass

AMBP497-AC
1-1/16" c/c
Standard Knob
Antique Copper

AMBP497-8L
1-1/16" c/c
Standard Knob
Black

AMBP497-ABS
1-1/16" c/c
Standard Knob
Antique Brass

AMBP410-AC
3-1/4" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique Copper

AMBP410-ABS
3-1/4" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique Brass

AMBP803-ABS
3" c/c
Bail Pull
Antique Brass

AMBP802-ABS
3" c/c
Bail Pull
Antique Brass

AMBP69173
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique English

AMBP874-AB
1-1/8" Dia.
Large Knob
Antique Brass

AMBP878-LB
1-3/8" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass

AMBP875-AB
1-3/8" Dia.
Standard Knob
Antique Brass

AMBP875-AB
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Antique Brass

AMBP69173
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique English

AMBP894-ABS
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Antique Brass

AMBP878-LB
1-3/8" Dia.
Standard Knob
Light Antique Brass

AMBP875-AB
1-3/8" Dia.
Standard Knob
Antique Brass

Note: Available any quantity.
Allison Series

- **Material: Zinc Die Cast**
  - AMBP125-ABS
    - 1-1/4" Dia.
    - Standard Knob
    - Antique Brass
  - AMBP879-ABS
    - 1" Dia.
    - Small Knob
    - White Ceramic with Antique Brass Insert
  - AMBP190-IB
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Polished Brass with White
  - AMBP126-ABS
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Antique Brass
  - AMBP888-ABS
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Ring Pull
    - Antique Brass
  - AMBP888-PB
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Ring Pull
    - Polished Brass

- **Material: Wood**
  - AMBP812-WD
    - 1" Dia.
    - Small Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP811-WD
    - 1-1/4" Dia.
    - Standard Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP813-WD
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP814-WD
    - 2" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP815-WD
    - 1-1/2" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP816-WD
    - 1-1/4" Dia.
    - Standard Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP817-WD
    - 1-11/16" Dia.
    - Large Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP818-WD
    - 1-1/4" Dia.
    - Standard Knob
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood
  - AMBP847-WD
    - 96mm c/c
    - Recessed Pull
    - Unfinished Birch, Wood

Note: Available any quantity.
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Allison Series

Material: Wood

AMBP881-MA2
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Maple
Spice Stain

AMBP881-MA3
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Champagne Stain

AMBP881-MA9
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Cider Stain

AMBP880-MA1
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Natural Stain

AMBP880-MA2
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Spiced Stain

AMBP880-MA3
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Champagne Stain

AMBP880-MA2Y
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Dark Spiced Stain

AMBP880-MA4
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Cherry Stain

AMBP880-WDMA
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Maple
Natural Stain

AMBP880-WDO
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Oak

AMBP880-WDCH
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Cherry

AMBP881-MA1
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Maple
Natural Stain

AMBP881-MA4
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Maple
Cherry Stain

AMBP881-CH1
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Cherry
Cherry Stain

AMBP881-MA1
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Maple
Natural Stain

AMBP881-MA4
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Maple
Cherry Stain

AMBP922-BEECH
1-1/4" Square
Standard Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP923
1-1/2" Square
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP926
1-3/4" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP928
2-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP922-BEECH
1-1/4" Square
Standard Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP923
1-1/2" Square
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP932
1" Dia.
Small Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP933
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP934
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP932
1" Dia.
Small Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP933
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Unfinished Beech

AMBP934
1-1/2" Dia.
Large Knob
Unfinished Beech

Note: Available any quantity.
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Decorative Hardware

**Allison Series**

- **AMBP69100**
  - 9/16" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP69225**
  - 3/4" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP69226**
  - 1" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP231-WHT**
  - 1" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White

- **AMBP232-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White

- **AMBP219-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White

- **AMBP231-WHT**
  - 1" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White

- **AMBP232-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White

- **AMBP69120**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White Ceramic with Blue Flower Print

- **AMBP69228**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP69225**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP69226**
  - 1" Dia.
  - Small Knob
  - White Ceramic

- **AMBP885-LB**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - Oatmeal Ceramic with Light Antique Brass Insert

- **AMBP14351-WCH**
  - 1-3/16" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - Polished Chrome with White Insert

- **AMBP1920-W**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White

- **AMBP14202-AL**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - Almond with Floral Print

- **AMBP14204-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White with Floral Print

- **AMBP14207-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White with Floral Print

- **AMBP69120**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White Ceramic with Blue Flower Print

- **AMBP14202-AL**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - Almond with Floral Print

- **AMBP226-WHT**
  - 1-1/4" Dia.
  - Standard Knob
  - White with Designer Print

**Note:** Available any quantity.
## Allison Series

**Material:** Ceramic

### AMBP14208-WHT
- 1-5/16" Dia.
- Standard Knob
- White with Floral Print

### AMBP14224-WHT
- 1-3/8" Dia.
- Standard Knob
- White

### AMBP14221-WHT
- 1-3/8" Dia.
- Standard Knob
- White

### AMBP217-BUR
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Burgundy

### AMBP217-BLK
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Black

### AMBP217-BBY
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Light Powder Blue

### AMBP217-BON
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Bone

### AMBP217-WHT
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White

### AMBP217-BUR
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Burgundy

### AMBP217-BLK
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Black

### AMBP217-BBY
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Light Powder Blue

### AMBP217-BON
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- Bone

### AMBP217-WHT
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White

### AMBP225-WHT
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White with Designer Print

### AMBP69115
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White Ceramic

### AMBP69128
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White Ceramic with Flower Print

### AMBP221-DEL
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White with Delft Print

### AMBP221-WHT
- 1-1/2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White with Designer Print

### AMBP69146
- 2" Dia.
- Large Knob
- White Ceramic

---

*Note: Available any quantity.*
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Decorative Visual Hardware

Allison Series

Material: Plastic

AMBP948-GRN
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Green

AMBP803-PR
3" c/c
Standard Pull
Red

AMBP5432-8J
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
Black

AMBP5432-S4
96mm c/c
Standard Pull
White

AMBP5421-SPG
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Speckled Gray

AMBP5421-SPB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Speckled Black

AMBP802-RED
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Red

AMBP802-PA
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Almond

AMBP802-PBK
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Black

AMBP802-PR
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Red

AMBP802-WHT
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
White

AMBP802-PW
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
White

AMBP802-PK
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Speckled Gray

AMBP802-PB
1-1/4" Dia.
Standard Knob
Speckled Black

Allison Series

Note: Available any quantity.
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